Cytogenetic variability and kinetochore proteins. Comparison among populations derived from single-cell cultures.
This study reports comparative changes in five sub-lines obtained from a transformed culture of rat cerebral origin. Two of the lines were obtained from the original cell population while three others were raised from single-cell cultures. The comparative study was carried out on the DNA content and several cytogenetic parameters including variability in chromosome number, anaphase bridges, acentric fragments, chromosomes without detectable kinetochore proteins, and the frequency of micronuclei in these five lines. All cell lines, including the single-cell-derived clones expressed considerable variability in all aspects. One interesting aspect is the evolution of a chromosome with compound centromere, which is present only in two cell lines. The data indicate that the clone derived from a single cell does not maintain uniformity and even single cells have some sort of inherent potential to generate extreme variability. Some numerical variability may be attributed to a new phenomenon of a lack of kinetochore proteins seen on some chromosomes.